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ABSTRACT
This contribution addresses the task of searching for faces in large video datasets. Despite vast progress in the field, face
recognition remains a challenge for uncontrolled large scale applications like searching for persons in surveillance footage
or internet videos. While current productive systems focus on the best shot approach, where only one representative frame
from a given face track is selected, thus sacrificing recognition performance, systems achieving state-of-the-art recognition
performance, like the recently published DeepFace, ignore recognition speed, which makes them impractical for large scale
applications. We suggest a set of measures to address the problem. First, considering the feature location allows collecting
the extracted features in according sets. Secondly, the inverted index approach, which became popular in the area of image
retrieval, is applied to these feature sets. A face track is thus described by a set of local indexed visual words which enables
a fast search. This way, all information from a face track is collected which allows better recognition performance than
best shot approaches and the inverted index permits constantly high recognition speeds. Evaluation on a dataset of several
thousand videos shows the validity of the proposed approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Besides the obviously vast collections of video portals like YouTube, large amounts of video footage are also present in
surveillance scenarios or the increasing number of TV-channels. Finding specific persons in the data is a still existing
challenge. For example, in the context of forensic analysis of surveillance footage, a typical challenge is to find all
appearances of a specific person, probably a criminal, in the given data for crime reconstruction. Another example might
be to find all YouTube videos containing a specific celebrity. While the latter situation offers further clues like video tags
or titles, the former situation requires a solely image based analysis. In this contribution, we focus on a pure video based
solution by analyzing the video content, thus covering all scenarios. The easiest way to identify persons in video data is
by their face. The first necessary steps before face recognition are face detection, alignment and tracking. Because this is a
whole field of research itself, we assume that a solution to these steps is available. The focus is to compare and match the
extracted face tracks to a given query.

A high recognition speed combined with a decent recognition performance is achieved by a set of measures. First,
collecting all local image features of a face track in a single feature set allows the application of classical image retrieval
methods. Secondly, the recognition accuracy is enhanced by using the location of the image features and asserting that
only features from the same location will be compared. Thirdly, the inverted index approach, which became popular in the
area of image retrieval, is applied to that feature set. A face track is thus described by a set of indexed visual words and for
each word a reference to this track is stored in the database index. Searching the database for a given person requires only
an index lookup for the respective visual words of the face track. Because the index data structure can be pre-computed
for database lookups, query time is low. Evaluation on two public datasets containing several thousand videos shows the
validity of the proposed approach. This work addresses two areas of video face recognition:
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Figure 1. Illustration of the conventional frame based track description method (top) and the applied feature set based one (bottom).
Local features are denoted by fi,j .

Face track description. The usual way to build a face track descriptor from video data is a two step strategy. In the first
step, each frame is represented by a frame descriptor. There is a large variety of descriptors available from image
based face recognition: gray scale intensity, Eigenfaces1, Fisherfaces2, LBP3, Gabor4 to name only a few. In the
second step, a track descriptor is derived from the sequence of frame descriptors, for example by taking the mean
over all frames on image5, feature6, 7 or decision level8, 9. Further options include modeling the space of the frames
by a linear model10, 11, a manifold12, 13 or performing a pairwise comparison of all14, randomly selected15 or the
best-shot14 frame descriptors and searching for the closest match. Pairwise comparison takes considerable time for
larger numbers of involved frames, influenced by track length and percentage of selected frames. In the case of the
currently best performing video based face recognition algorithm DeepFace15, which compares randomly sampled
frames, simulations with the reported feature dimensions and frame numbers indicate matching speeds of only 500
track to track comparisons per second, which is insufficient for large scale applications. Promising methods with
respect to matching speed are the ones using small track descriptors and fast comparison strategies. Namely these
are the mutual subspace method (MSM)11 and the best-shot approach. Especially the best-shot approach where the
best frame according to some criterion (e.g. most frontal pose or least blurred), is used to represent the whole track,
is widely used in time critical applications.

Instead of the frame based strategy, we follow the suggestions of a few recently proposed approaches, which use a
local feature based representation16, 17. Local features are collected over all frames and put together into one feature
set. We propose to use this feature set as base of a bag of visual words descriptor with an inverted index18, which
enables the construction of large databases and performing fast queries. One advantage of the bag of visual words
descriptor is its independence of the track length, making comparison tasks independent thereof.

Spatial feature information. Augmenting the local features by the respective image coordinates proved useful for face
recognition tasks16, 17. In the previous contributions, augmentation is performed by concatenation of the feature
vector and the 2D image coordinate vector. Instead of a concatenation, we propose a different way to use spatial
information, constructing a separate feature set for each of a few fixed feature locations.

2. FRAME FEATURES
As argued before, instead of using descriptors based on whole frames, a different strategy is applied as illustrated by
figure 1. For comparison, the conventional frame based method is shown at the top, which uses a face descriptor dj for
each frame j, built by the concatenation of several local features vectors fi,j , where i denotes the feature location. The final
track descriptor is derived from the sequence (d1 , ... , dn) of all n frame descriptors. The feature based track description
is shown at the bottom. In this case the face descriptor d′j is only a mathematical utility, but has no meaning by itself.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the inverted index approach with a basic example using images of fruit instead of face tracks and textual words
instead of visual ones.

Basically, all local features fi,j are combined to one feature set, which is used as track descriptor t′. There are three
advantages for this method: First, the dimension D′ of the vectors in t′ (feature vectors f ) is lower than that of the vectors
in t (frame descriptors d). Thus, further processing can be performed faster, because basically all matching approaches
scale at least linearly with D′. Secondly, this representation ignores temporal information. While loosing information is
generally a bad idea, it is the opposite in this case, because temporal information includes no clues about a persons identity.
For example, the fact that the head rotates in the face track includes no information about who is rotating his head. Thirdly,
the feature based representation is widely used in object or image retrieval tasks, which means according approaches can
be applied to face retrieval too.

We employ local binary patterns (LBP)3 as local features and combine several scales by summation of the LBP his-
tograms19 in each local region. Each face image is split into a grid of k × k regions, where the region center denotes
the location of the local feature. The LBP histogram is built over all LBP patterns inside of a local region. Overall, the
proposed strategy results in a set S of L = k2n local features for a track with n frames.

3. BAG OF WORDS AND INVERTED INDEX
Generally speaking, a retrieval scenario involves a database D of N objects and a query object Q. The task is to find all
matching objects to the query object in the database. When targeting large scale retrieval applications, the inverted index
method is a well-known approach. Basically, this includes three steps, shown also by figure 2:

Description of objects with visual words. Each object, in our case each face track, is described by a set of predefined
visual words. Possible visual words are defined by a codebook (dictionary) which is constructed by clustering all
the object features of the database in K classes and using the cluster centers C1 , ... , CK as visual words. This way,
the codebook consists of domain specific visual words. For each object, the feature set S from the previous section
is computed and the matching words are found by assigning each feature to the nearest visual word. The set of
occurring words represents the object.

Building an inverted index for the whole database of objects. To avoid linear search for the best matches in the database,
an inverted index is used. This means an index with the visual words from the codebook is constructed and for each
visual word a list of objects including this word is maintained.

Database query by index search for visual word in query object. Performing a search for a query object requires first
to find the visual words for the query object. Then, for each visual word of the query object the matching database
objects are looked up in the index. Finally, counting the number of hits for the matching database objects results in a
ranking. Note that in large scale applications it is common that a significant part of the database objects has no hits
at all.

Using the inverted index strategy without adaptation has a serious drawback. Because all visual features are put together
into a single feature set, their location in the face is lost. While this behavior is usually desired in image retrieval, because it
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Figure 3. Comparison of basic (top) and proposed (bottom) strategy. Illustration shows a query process for a small sample database
whose face tracks are called a, b, c and d.

guarantees invariance to rotation, scaling and shifting, it is counterproductive in face retrieval. Face detections are always
aligned, thus they have a known and fixed rotation, scaling and are shifted equally. This way, the feature location is
meaningful in contradiction to image retrieval and it can be used to improve the results. Because the nose is always in the
middle, eyes at the top, mouth at the bottom and so on, comparing features from different locations is unnecessary. It has
no meaning if the nose of one person shows the same feature as the eye of another one. Thus, instead of using one single
index for all features, we suggest to use separate local indices as shown by figure 3 at the bottom. Each feature location
in the grid, is handled individually and results are combined at the end by accumulating the hit counts from the different
index searches.

Practical issues: The inverted index method includes to basic problems where fast algorithms are necessary. First, the
clustering of a large dataset to build the index and secondly nearest neighbor search to assign the corresponding visual
word to a feature. The VLFeat library20 is used in both cases because it uses efficient algorithms based on KD-trees.

4. EXPERIMENTS
To show the benefits of the proposed method, evaluation is performed on the largest publicly available datasets YouTube
Faces Database (YTF)14 and Face in Action Database (FiA)21. While YTF is an in the wild dataset with 3,425 face videos
originating from YouTube containing celebrities, FiA data was recorded in the lab in a controlled environment with fixed
camera positions and predefined head movements resulting in 3,110 face videos (only indoor sequences are used).

4.1 Protocol
The retrieval evaluation protocol is a 10 fold strategy: the dataset is divided into 10 splits and each one will be used one
after another as query split, while the remaining 9 splits build the database. Each track in a query split is used to query the
database, which results, over all 10 splits, in M queries, where M is the dataset size.



Case Algorithm K̄ Feature
Local
indices map rand. test tq in s tm in s

1 inv. index 64000 LBP no 0.013 0.062 4.50 ·103

2 inv. index 64000 LBP yes 0.052 1 0.050 0.51 ·103

3 inv. index 64000 Intensity yes 0.046 5 0.037 0.86 ·103

4 inv. index 64000 LBP yes 0.052 3,5 0.050 0.51 ·103

5 inv. index 64000 LDP yes 0.022 0.087 0.52 ·103

6 inv. index 64000 LBP yes 0.052 0.050 0.51 ·103

7 inv. index 128000 LBP yes 0.058 6 0.067 0.91 ·103

8 inv. index 256000 LBP yes 0.061 6,7 0.116 1.78 ·103

9 inv. index 512000 LBP yes 0.067 6,7,8 0.123 3.66 ·103

Table 1. Evaluation of different features and parameters. Randomization test column denotes case numbers which yielded significantly
worse results.

Performance is measured by the average precision a for each query and overall given by the mean average precision
map. The average precision measures a the quality of the resulting ranking for a query by the recall r and precision p. The
recall r = TP

TP+FN denotes the percentage of the number of retrieved correct matches TP and the number of all possible
correct matches TP +FN in a database. TP , FP and FN are notations from classification tasks, meaning true positives,
false positives and false negatives. This way, the precision p = TP

TP+FP denotes the ratio of correct hits in the returned
query. Let r(k) denote the recall for retrieval results consisting of the ranks 1 to k and p(k) the respective precision. Then
the average precision for one ranking is given by a =

∑K
k=1 ∆r(k) · p(k), which is a weighted average of the precision

over all ranks. Finally, the mean average precision is the mean over all queries: map = 1
M

∑M
m=1 am. The map ranges

between 0 and 1, where a value of 1 signals a perfect result with all the correct matches at the top of the ranking.

Significant pairwise differences between measured values are determined by a randomization test22, using an α-level
of 0.05, which corresponds to a confidence of about 2 standard deviations. In comparison to simply giving the mean and
standard deviation, it has the advantage to statistically exploit the large number of queries which are performed in this
experimental setup. Thus, it is more accurate in showing significant differences between retrieval algorithms.

In contrast to a simple verification protocol, where 10-fold cross-validation provides only a shallow statistical base for
proving significant differences between approaches, the retrieval protocol offers M samples. In consequence, significant
pairwise differences between measured values are determined by a randomization test22, using an α-level of 0.05, which
corresponds to a confidence of about 2 standard deviations. In comparison to reporting only the mean and standard de-
viation, it has the advantage to statistically exploit the large number of queries which are performed in this experimental
setup. Thus, it is more accurate in showing significant differences between retrieval algorithms.

4.2 Parameters
In the first set of experiments, parameter variations for the proposed method are evaluated on the YTF dataset and results
are shown in table 1. Besides the map and the respective randomization tests, the mean time tq for one query and the
database construction time tm are given.

Local indices. Using a separate local index for each spatial feature location enhances the retrieval results significantly
(case 2). Thus, mixing together different features causes confusion in the recognition process and the separation
solves this issue. For fair comparison between the baseline global inverted index and the local inverted indices, the
sum K̄ of the respective dictionary sizes is given. For the baseline (case 1) this means K̄ = K is the size of the
single dictionary, while in the case of local indices each dictionary has the size of K = K̄

k2 , where k2 is the number
of local regions as in section 2.

Feature. Comparison to different features, namely raw pixel intensities (case 4) and local directional patterns (LDP),23

indicates that the proposed usage of LBP from section 2 is justified. k = 4 local regions are used in all cases because
it proved to be the best subdivision for resolutions on this level19.



map query time tq in s
No. Method YTF FiA comb. YTF FiA comb.

1 NN 0.1452 0.3514 0.2554 12.31 10.37 30.51
2 MSM 0.0844 0.2373 0.1703 0.281 0.150 0.428
3 best shot 0.056 0.147 0.103 0.074 0.069 0.134

4 inv. index 0.0673 0.2972 0.1832 0.123 0.103 0.114
Table 2. Evaluation results on YTF and FiA public datasets, as well as a combination of both. Superscripts indicate results of random-
ization test: a method is significantly better than the one indicated by the superscript, including every worse one.

Index size. Retrieval results get better with an increasing index size (cases 6-9). Further increases are prevented by the
limited memory of our test system. Thus for the further experiments in the next section we use the setting from
case 9.

4.3 Comparison
As already stated in the introduction, only few face recognition approaches are capable of fast matching for large scale face
retrieval. Thus the number of possible baseline approaches remains limited for comparison. Namely, we employ MSM,
pairwise-frame matching (NN) and best-shot on the same LBP features. The final results are shown in table 2 for evaluation
on YTF, FiA and the combination of both datasets. Although, NN shows clearly the highest map, this is bought by heavy
computational demands which are impractical for real applications. MSM and best-shot decrease the mean query time tq
significantly, however, both are a trade-off between speed and accuracy. The proposed inverted index method manages to
break this trade-off in certain limits. While results for YTF fall in between the results of the best-shot and MSM method,
they are significantly better for FiA. Comparing the results of the best-shot method with the inversed index results from
the previous section (table 1, case 7) indicates that the proposed method has a better recognition performance per time
ratio than the best-shot method. Finally, the combination of both datasets clearly shows the advantage of the inverted
index method: the mean query times remains constant and independent of database size, thus making it the fastest retrieval
method for larger datasets. The reason is the avoidance of a linear search in the database. Thus, increasing the database
size by a combination of both datasets has only minor influences on the query time for the inverted index compared to the
baseline approaches, where the query time roughly doubles with the doubled dataset size.

5. CONCLUSION
A face retrieval method based on local features and an inverted index is proposed. By using a separate local index for each
spatial feature location instead of only one global index, the recognition accuracy for the inverted index approach can be
increased significantly. This way, the widely used best-shot method is outperformed while showing smaller query times
for large scale problems. The key benefit of the proposed system is its query time independence of the database size, which
promises an increasing advance with growing datasets.
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